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Security Monitoring with Cisco Security MARS (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2007
Learn the differences between various log aggregation and correlation systems
	Examine regulatory and industry requirements   
	Evaluate various deployment scenarios   
	Properly size your deployment   
	Protect the Cisco Security MARS appliance from attack   
	Generate reports,...
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Linux Networking CookbookO'Reilly, 2007
This soup-to-nuts collection of recipes covers everything you need to know to perform your job as a Linux network administrator, whether you're new to the job or have years of experience. With Linux Networking Cookbook, you'll dive straight into the gnarly hands-on work of building and maintaining a computer network. Running a network doesn't mean...
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BizTalk 2013 EDI for Supply Chain Management: Working with Invoices, Purchase Orders and Related Document TypesApress, 2013

	Building a successful supply chain processing EDI implementation in BizTalk Server can be complex. Decisions must be made around how to extract and publish data, how to map to the various EDI standards, and how to appropriately batch and deliver data. If architected properly, your BizTalk solution can be highly efficient, simple, and...
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Shell Scripting Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2005
In today’s IT environment, harried system administrators are finding themselves more overworked than ever. This book helps them regain some of the lost time spent creating and testing shell scripts, and guides readers through more than 150 much-needed and practical real-world examples. 

Because all scripts found in this book are...
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Internet-Based Intelligent Information Processing Systems (Series on Innovative Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2003
The Internet/WWW has made it possible to easily access quantities of information never available before. However, both the amount of information and the variation in quality pose obstacles to the efficient use of the medium. Artificial intelligence techniques can be useful tools in this context. Intelligent systems can be applied to searching the...
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Multi-Camera Networks: Principles and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2009
This book is the definitive reference in multi-camera networks. It gives clear guidance on the conceptual and implementation issues involved in the design and operation of multi-camera networks, as well as presenting the state-of-the-art in hardware, algorithms and system development. The book is broad in scope, covering smart camera architectures,...
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Federal Cloud Computing: The Definitive Guide for Cloud Service ProvidersSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Federal Cloud Computing: The Definitive Guide for Cloud Service Providers offers an in-depth look at topics surrounding federal cloud computing within the federal government, including the Federal Cloud Computing Strategy, Cloud Computing Standards, Security and Privacy, and Security Automation.


	You will learn the basics of...
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Sensors Applications, Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Taken as a whole, this series covers all major fields of application for commercial sensors, as well as their manufacturing techniques and major types. As such the series does not treat bulk sensors, but rather places strong emphasis on microsensors, microsystems and integrated electronic sensor packages. Each of the individual volumes is tailored...
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ZigBee Wireless Networks and TransceiversNewnes, 2008
ZigBee is a short-range wireless networking standard backed by such industry leaders as Motorola, Texas Instruments, Philips, Samsung, Siemens, Freescale, etc. It supports mesh networking, each node can transmit and receive data, offers high security and robustness, and is being rapidly adopted in industrial, control/monitoring, and medical...
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Building Telephony Systems with OpenSIPS 1.6Packt Publishing, 2010
SIP is the most important VoIP protocol and OpenSIPS is clearly the open source leader in VoIP platforms based on pure SIP. The whole telecommunication industry is changing to an IP environment, and telephony in the way we know today will disappear in less than ten years. SIP is the protocol leading this disruptive revolution and it is one of...
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FISMA and the Risk Management Framework: The New Practice of Federal Cyber SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2012

	If you are responsible for meeting federal information security requirements such as FISMA, this book is all you need to know to get a system authorized. Now in the first full revision of FISMA since its inception in 2002, a new wave of stronger security measures are now available through the efforts of the Department of Defense,...
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Scheduling in Real-Time SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Real-time computing plays a vital role in ultra-reliable and safety-critical applications in fields as diverse as flight control, telecommunication systems, nuclear plant supervision and surgical operation monitoring. Providing a comprehensive overview, this book examines the most significant real-time scheduling policies in use today....
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